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STATE FLAG BILL 2006 
Second Reading 

Resumed from 24 May. 

HON DONNA FARAGHER (East Metropolitan) [10.03 am]:  I am very pleased to speak in support of this 
bill, which seeks to entrench our state flag in law so that no change may be made to it in the future without the 
consent of both houses of this state Parliament. 

Our state flag has a very interesting history.  We all grew up hearing stories in our school classrooms about the 
state’s early explorers.  In the year in which we acknowledge the Dutch contribution to Australia’s European 
settlement through the landing of the Duyfken on our shores 400 years ago, it is useful to recall that it was a 
Dutchman, Willem de Vlamingh, who not only discovered and named the Swan River in 1697, but also was 
astounded to record in his diary that the swans in this strange foreign land were familiar, graceful and elegant but 
also black!  Black swans had never before been recorded.  Authorities in Europe, familiar only with white swans, 
took some time to accept that they existed. 

In 1870, the then Governor of Western Australia, Sir Frederick Weld, suggested to the British Admiralty that it 
would be appropriate for the flag flown by vessels from the colony of Western Australia to depict a black swan.  
He suggested that nothing could be more specific to the then young colony.  I digress for a moment by stating 
that Western Australia had the distinction of being the only colony that was never part of New South Wales.  The 
Governor’s advice was accepted.  Intriguingly, the flag authorised to be flown depicted a black swan on a yellow 
disc.  It is a design we are familiar with; it is much the same as today’s flag.  However, the swan was shown 
facing towards the fly of the flag; that is, away from the flag mast.  Apparently, this offends flag etiquette.  
Discreetly, in 1953, the swan was persuaded to swim in a different direction!  With this exception, as Hon Barry 
House outlined in his second reading speech, the state flag has remained virtually unchanged since it was first 
adopted.   

I am very pleased that this bill is before us.  Unlike some other state flags, the Western Australian flag is 
immediately recognisable as displaying something both symbolic of, and significant for, our state.  It is 
appropriate that our flag be protected by law so that any future government, of whatever political persuasion, 
may not change it on executive whim.  In 1996 it was one of the promises of the federal Liberal Party when in 
opposition that, if it was elected to government, the Australian national flag would be further protected.  Indeed, 
once elected to government, an early piece of legislation sought an amendment to the commonwealth Flags Act 
1953 to ensure that the Australian flag could be replaced only if a majority of state and territory electors agreed 
following a referendum.  It is my very strong personal view that such a provision should also be included in this 
legislation, once enacted.  Certainly, if I had been able to, I would have considered moving an amendment to this 
bill that would give effect to that.  However, that would involve an appropriation and, as such, would have been 
ruled out of order.  Further protection of this nature is worthy of consideration.  Such an amendment would serve 
as further protection for the flag and would return power to the people of Western Australia.  After all, it is their 
flag.  The people should have the right to express their opinion should any change be suggested in a more formal 
way. 
I am pleased that the member for Cottesloe in the other place has taken action by introducing this bill to protect 
our state flag.  If this bill is passed, serious consideration should be given to the inclusion of a provision for a 
referendum on any future changes, as is the case with the commonwealth legislation.  I hope that no change is 
proposed in the future. 
It is important to celebrate our state’s history and heritage, particularly as we commemorate Foundation Day.  I 
support this bill. 

HON KIM CHANCE (Agricultural - Leader of the House) [10.08 am]:  It gives me great pleasure on behalf 
of the government to indicate its support for the State Flag Bill 2006.  The key purpose of the bill has been well 
explained by Hon Barry House and Hon Donna Faragher.  The bill is to provide legal recognition for our state 
flag.  As indicated in debate earlier, the state government will support this legislation.  It does so very happily 
because it is prepared not only to recognise the importance of our flag, but also to work in a cooperative and 
bipartisan manner with the positive ideas put forward by the opposition.  I am trying to recall - perhaps the 
Leader of the Opposition might help me - the number of occasions a motion or a bill has been put forward by a 
Labor opposition and supported by a coalition government.  I cannot quite remember on how many occasions 
that might have happened.   

Hon Norman Moore:  It might have occurred on the few occasions you came up with a positive proposition.   
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Hon KIM CHANCE:  Perhaps I opened myself up too widely on that occasion.  However, I am sure it has 
happened; I just cannot recall it.   
As already mentioned, the State Flag Bill was first introduced in the Parliament in May 2004.  There was some 
hope that the bill would be enacted that year to mark the state’s 175th anniversary year but for a range of reasons 
that did not happen.   
Much has been said about the history of the state flag.  I did not know some of that information so I was happy to 
hear it.  The most important and defining symbol on the flag is the black swan.  The connection between the 
black swan and Western Australia, as Hon Donna Faragher made clear, links back to the explorer Willem de 
Vlamingh, who, when exploring the Swan River in 1697, gave it the name on the basis of the black swans that he 
observed.  It was an animal that Europeans found difficult to understand actually existed.  I am reminded of 
when the first scientist sent back samples of the platypus from eastern Australia.  Not only was it difficult for 
Europeans to understand that such an animal existed, but they believed it was a fraud and these strange colonial 
people were putting bits of different animals together and pretending it was an animal.  It took some time before 
that strange animal was accepted as a real animal.  A similar situation happened with the black swan.  I have not 
heard - somebody may be able to help me - a claim that the black swan is unique to Western Australia.  I am not 
sure that it is.  It is difficult to tell now because the black swan is spread pretty widely around the world.  
Hon Donna Faragher is indicating to me that it did exist in other places. 
Hon Donna Faragher:  There is also one in South America, I think.  There is another black swan. 
Hon Paul Llewellyn:  Banksia grandis is unique to Western Australia.   
Hon KIM CHANCE:  I thank the members for that information because I have often wondered - 
Hon Barry House:  I thought it was too but in my first trip to the eastern states as a young bloke, I was shattered 
to see all these black swans.   
Hon KIM CHANCE:  They may have got them from Western Australia.  I have started a controversy now; I am 
sorry about that.   
The association with the black swan was then strengthened with the common referral of the new British 
settlement as the Swan River Colony.  It was not a surprise to anyone that the black swan became uniquely 
recognised as the state’s emblem.  I said uniquely, which also is unwise.  It is interesting to note that the 
Constitutional Centre of Western Australia advises that no actual record can be found of any “early official 
pronouncement on the subject”.  As mentioned by Hon Barry House, the symbol of the black swan was drawn on 
for a number of uses during the 1830s, including banknotes, the state’s very first postage stamps and the Western 
Australian Government Gazette.  It gained its greatest significance 40 years later when it became part of the 
Swan River Colony’s flag.   
On 17 August 1869 an order in council was released permitting each Governor of each colony to fly the union 
flag with the arms or the badge of the colony in the centre.  In 1870 Frederick A. Weld, the Governor of Western 
Australia, in a dispatch dated 3 January 1870, provided a sketch of the badge, which displayed a black swan with 
a yellow background.  In putting forward the state’s emblem, he said - 

This Colony at its commencement was usually known as the Swan River Settlement, and the black 
swan is represented upon its seal, and has always been considered as its special badge, or cognizance. 

So the official emblem of the black swan was born.  Perhaps the only significant change occurred to the state 
flag in 1953, as Hon Donna Faragher said, when the direction of the swan was changed so that it faced the Union 
Jack and no longer offended protocol as it did when it turned its back to the Union Jack.   
Hon Simon O’Brien:  Is Jim going to propose an amendment on that to put it back again?  
Hon KIM CHANCE:  I am so pleased to see that these sentiments are at the forefront of the member’s 
imagination.  The Canberra coat of arms, however, creates something else that I was not aware of.  Members 
would be interested to know that we are not the only jurisdiction in Australia to use the black swan as part of our 
flag.  The Canberra coat of arms, which appears on the flag of the Australian Capital Territory, consists of a 
black swan and a white swan supporting a shield.  The black swan in the Canberra coat of arms represents 
Aboriginal people.   
I will do a little test of honourable members now to see whether they can - 
The PRESIDENT:  Order, Leader of the House. 
Hon KIM CHANCE:  It is just a small test, Mr President, to see whether they can recall which other national 
flag bears the Southern Cross.  In fact, it features the Southern Cross.  I am not including New Zealand here.  
Which national flag other than New Zealand features the Southern Cross?  I will provide the answer at the end of 
the second reading debate.   
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I also welcome the fact that there is no provision within the legislation to make desecration of the WA flag an 
offence.  This was a very contentious issue in 2004.  There is no doubt that the burning of the flag should be 
discouraged.  It is a discourteous and despicable thing to do.  It is also important that we do not make criminals 
of young people in our community who may be protesting on a particular issue and want to express their anger in 
what is, I would be the first to concede, a most inappropriate way.  There is also a very strong case that 
legislating to make such an action a criminal offence may only incite further action.  We see young people, 
particularly in the United States, incited to burn the flag as a result of the heinous nature of the offence within the 
US psyche.  The other national flag - 
Hon Paul Llewellyn:  You can wear flags.   
Hon KIM CHANCE:  Indeed. 
Hon Simon O’Brien:  It wouldn’t be Papua New Guinea by any chance, would it?  
Hon KIM CHANCE:  It may well be but it was not the one I had in mind.  The other national flag that bears the 
Southern Cross is the flag of Brazil.  It has a green background and a blue globe, across which are words in 
Portuguese that mean “order and progress”.  The stellar representation inside the blue globe is the Southern 
Cross.   
Hon Simon O’Brien:  It is the whole celestial body of the Southern Hemisphere.   
Hon KIM CHANCE:  It features the Southern Cross in particular.  The honourable member may like to bring it 
up on the Internet.   
Hon Simon O’Brien:  I have.  Do you know which one’s got a maple leaf?  
Hon KIM CHANCE:  That is New Guinea.  I express the government’s appreciation to the opposition for 
bringing forward this bill, which we are delighted to support.   
HON MURRAY CRIDDLE (Agricultural) [10.19 am]:  I also support the State Flag Bill 2006.  I do not think 
we have to go far to recognise that the black swan has been an emblem of Western Australia for a long time.  It 
would be interesting to know how long the leadlight windows in this Parliament have been there.  The swan has 
been recognised over a long period.  I am regularly asked for state flags by people around the state, including 
schools and chambers of commerce, and I have been able to get them.  I hope the state continues to make the 
opportunity available for parliamentarians to give flags to various organisations.  I know it is necessary to keep 
tabs on where they are going, and we do that.  My office has distributed quite a number of flags, and people are 
now flying them in various places and at various functions, which is a great thing.  I have a pen here that I 
bought from the Parliament, and the swan on the emblem is shown swimming in the wrong direction.  I hope that 
the swan can be turned around at some stage to comply with the flag.  
Hon Kim Chance:  Carrying that pen is probably a seditious act! 
Hon MURRAY CRIDDLE:  Yes, it may well be!  I do not want to go on, but I will just make the point about 
the flag being available to schools and other organisations to be flown on various occasions.  That is a very 
worthwhile cause.  

HON GIZ WATSON (North Metropolitan) [10.21 am]:  The Greens (WA) do not have any strong views 
about the State Flag Bill 2006 one way or another.  It is a relatively small matter, I suppose.  My main question 
is about the implications of legally recognising the flag.  Hon Kim Chance made some comments about the issue 
of destruction of the flag, which is used as an act of protest on occasions, with flags of any sort.  Does the 
passage of this bill have any impact on that, or is it completely unrelated?   

Hon Kim Chance:  It just means that you can’t change the flag without an act of parliament.  

Hon GIZ WATSON:  That is good.  We do not find this bill offensive, but we are not hugely passionate about it 
either.  However, when I thought about the issue of recognising certain symbols, which is what flags are all 
about, I thought it worth commenting on the black swan, which is the focal point of the flag.  I note the 
significant decline in its numbers since European settlement.  It is very nice for us to claim it as a symbol, but, as 
a result of destroying 80 per cent of the wetlands on the Swan coastal plain, we see far fewer black swans than 
the original European settlers would have seen.  In fact, black swans were in their thousands on the Swan River 
at the time of European settlement.  When Richard Court was Premier he talked about bringing more black 
swans to the Swan River, on the basis that they would give people an indicator of the health of the river and 
other wetlands that they inhabit.  Black swans are beautiful birds, and it is a shame that there are not more of 
them left on the Swan coastal plain. 

The other thing we considered was whether this bill could have been broadened to include recognition of other 
state emblems, as has been done in Queensland, with the Emblems of Queensland Act 2005.  Not only does that 
act recognise the state flag, it also recognises the state badge, the state arms, and flora, fauna, bird, gem and 
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aquatic emblems.  The aquatic emblem is the Barrier Reef anemone fish, which I thought was rather nice.  That 
got me thinking about what aquatic symbol we could have in Western Australia.  

Hon Simon O’Brien:  How about the blowie? 

Hon GIZ WATSON:  I was thinking of something slightly more elegant, like a whale shark, but the blowie 
might be appropriate.  

Hon Simon O’Brien:  I appreciate where you are coming from, but we do not want to end up with a tea towel 
for sale to tourists!   

Hon GIZ WATSON:  Indeed not! 
The other aspect of broadening the intent of the bill to recognise certain state emblems is that it would probably 
be worth having more community engagement in the process.  I have not pursued that, but I simply raise the 
issue that formal recognition of some of those state emblems might be something that could be contemplated.  It 
is worth noting that the state floral emblem is the kangaroo paw.  The Celebrate WA web site states - 

On 9 November 1960, the Lieutenant Governor of Western Australia, His Excellency The Honourable 
Sir John Dwyer declared that the flower of the plant known as the Kangaroo Paw (Anigozanthos 
Manglesii) be adopted and recognised as the floral emblem of the State of Western Australia. 

The numbat, or banded anteater, was declared and recognised as the faunal emblem of the state by the Governor 
in July 1973.  It has been argued by the Department of Conservation and Land Management that the numbat was 
given this status as state faunal emblem partly in recognition of it being a rare and endangered mammal, 
although it is also very cute.  This has had a significant impact on the effort that has been made to increase the 
number of numbats in the state.  The CALM web site states -  

The numbat is WA’s mammal emblem, a fact which may have saved the species from extinction. Only 
a few years ago numbats were critically endangered, but CALM researchers have established new 
populations and given greater protection to existing populations by baiting for foxes.  Numbats are 
active during the day, and in the few areas where they are found, these delightful creatures are now seen 
more often.  

That led me to think that maybe we need to have a whole lot of faunal emblems, and then we might be able to 
increase the number of the many other Western Australian endangered mammals.  We will not worry at this 
stage about choosing marine emblems, but that is also an interesting thought.  
The final thought I had on this bill is that I would prefer that the Western Australian flag did not have the Union 
Jack in the corner.  I would be remiss in not mentioning that on behalf of the Greens.  The removal of our 
colonial shackles is long overdue.  The flag should represent all Western Australians, of whatever heritage.   
Hon Simon O’Brien:  How about the hammer and sickle? 
Hon GIZ WATSON:  No, I am not big on that either.   
With those comments, the Greens are happy to be part of the debate on this bill, and will not oppose its passage.  
HON NORMAN MOORE (Mining and Pastoral - Leader of the Opposition) [10.28 am]:  I will very briefly 
indicate my considerable support for the State Flag Bill 2006, and congratulate the member for Cottesloe, 
Hon Colin Barnett, for his initiative in bringing this bill before the Legislative Assembly and having it, as it 
seems, become part of the statutes of Western Australia.  We sometimes take these sorts of things for granted.  I 
did not realise that the state flag had no legislative existence until the member for Cottesloe drew it to my 
attention.  It is important that the Western Australian state flag be recognised by statute.  This is only a very 
small bill, but it is very important, in my view, and I am delighted that Hon Colin Barnett took the initiative to 
have a bill drafted, and encouraged the government to accept it.  I thank the government for its support for the 
bill.   
I imagined that the issue of the Union Jack might have figured more prominently in the remarks of the Leader of 
the House.  I am pleased that it did not, because this is probably not the occasion on which to argue about 
whether the Union Jack should be part of the state flag.  We can do that on another occasion, if somebody wishes 
to change the flag.  That can be done by introducing another bill some time in the future.   
There is a certain predictability about the lukewarm support of the Greens (WA) for this bill, and the comment 
that there are not enough black swans left.  Again there is a certain predictability about the Union Jack being 
included on the flag as well.  However, as I said, today is not the occasion to argue whether we like our flag, but 
to debate Parliament’s decision to include the flag as part of our statutes, and that is a very important debate 
today.  If, as I said, at some time somebody proposes a new flag for Western Australia, it will not simply be the 
prerogative of the government of the day to announce a new flag; it will require Parliament’s approval.  I am a 
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bit encouraged by Hon Donna Faragher’s comments that we ought to give a bit of thought down the track to 
whether a referendum should be required to change the flag.  I am not totally persuaded to that view just yet, but 
it is worth thinking about and worth contemplating.  I think there are occasions when Parliament should make 
decisions and other occasions when the public should be involved, and I need to think about that a little more. 
The issue of other emblems raised by the Greens (WA) I also found interesting.  Again, I had not heard about 
that until I heard yesterday about some proposed amendments to this bill.  I would be interested to see whether 
the Greens want to progress that as a separate issue.  I think the flag is more than just an emblem; it is pretty 
much fundamental to the state of Western Australia as a sovereign state.  Other emblems are there for other 
purposes.  Indeed, when I was Minister for Education I, along with Hon Peter Foss, was confronted with a 
decision about whether the government should include the gogo fish as the state’s fossil emblem.  The Greens do 
not have that on their list. 

Hon Giz Watson:  No, but that’s a good idea. 

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  We agreed that was what it should be.  For the benefit of members, the government 
of the day decided that the state’s official fossil emblem would not be a sitting member of Parliament but, 
indeed, would be the gogo fish!  However, that decision was made without reference to anybody, other than a 
couple of ministers, who decided that was what it should be.  I would therefore not be unhappy if future 
legislation was to come forward to recognise in the statutes the state’s official emblems so that, again, they 
would not be subject to change by anybody who might feel the need to change them. 
I was having a quick look at the bill, which has a depiction of the state flag.  I have to say that the actual black 
swan that is contained on the flag is not as attractive as the black swan that is on the leadlight windows in this 
chamber.  I do not suppose my changing the way it looks on my bill will make any difference to the depiction of 
the black swan, but I think the one in our chamber is a more accurate description of what a black swan actually 
looks like rather than the one that is on the flag itself.  However, that is just a matter of opinion and of virtually 
no consequence whatsoever in the context of this debate.   
I indicate my very strong support for this bill.  I like our flag.  I think it is a very attractive flag.  One of the 
badges I quite like wearing around this place is a little badge of the Western Australian flag.  People are attracted 
to it.  It is a very attractive flag and I am very pleased that the Parliament is making a decision to incorporate our 
state flag in the statutes of Western Australia. 

HON BARRY HOUSE (South West) [10.33 am]:  I am very pleased to have the carriage of the State Flag Bill 
2006 in this chamber.  Of course, the bill was initiated by Hon Colin Barnett, the member for Cottesloe in the 
Legislative Assembly.  I begin by thanking the members who have contributed to the debate for their input and 
support.  I will deal with some of the issues arising out of each contribution.  In general terms, this is a simple 
bill in many respects.  However, it is very important, as an extension of who we are, that we provide a basic 
protection of the state’s most important symbol; that is, the Western Australian flag.  The bill simply gives 
legislative status to the WA flag and prevents a unilateral decision by whomever to change the flag without 
parliamentary approval. 
Contributions were made by various members.  First of all, Hon Donna Faragher advocated an extension to this 
legislation by suggesting that we should take it one step further and require a referendum for any future change 
to the flag.  That suggestion might have merit.  Like the Leader of the Opposition, I am considering whether that 
may be possible by the introduction of a private member’s bill down the track.  Some other jurisdictions have 
embraced that suggestion and it could well be an issue with merit.  It may well be outside the scope of this bill in 
a sense, and this brings in the point raised by Hon Kim Chance about the desecration of the flag.  The initial bill 
introduced by Hon Colin Barnett in 2004 included an extra clause, clause 5, relating to the desecration of the 
flag.  He removed it from this bill this time around because, in a sense, the two issues are separate.  That issue is 
debatable; it is contentious in some quarters, and it could well be the subject of other legislation at some stage.  
However, it was deliberately left off this legislation so that we could pass this bill in this Parliament today.  I will 
come to the reasons that today is especially significant. 

Hon Giz Watson’s suggestions, which were floated with me yesterday, also have considerable merit and deserve 
consideration.  She has based her comments on the Emblems of Queensland Act 2005, which includes the 
following: state flag, state badge, state arms, floral emblem, faunal emblem, bird emblem, gem emblem and 
aquatic emblem.  She had gone to the trouble of drawing up proposed amendments to change three of them: the 
floral emblem, the faunal emblem and the bird emblem.  She may have been a bit selective in that she has left off 
the coat of arms.  Perhaps the reason for that may be the inclusion of the Crown in our coat of arms.  Was that 
coincidence?  It may be.  Of course, the state’s coat of arms was adopted by our original settlers in 1829, the year 
they arrived with Captain Stirling, and was formally granted to this state in 1969 by Queen Elizabeth II.  That is 
the connection, I guess, to the Crown. 
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Hon Murray Criddle raised a very important point.  For the past decade at least, members of Parliament have 
been provided an allocation of four or six state flags a year. 

Hon Kate Doust:  It’s 10. 

Hon BARRY HOUSE:  It is 10, is it?  My electorate officers would know.  If it is 10, that is a good thing.  
Many flags are distributed through my office to community-based, not-for-profit Western Australian 
organisations and institutions that are very proud to fly and promote that flag and to promote the state.  It is 
appropriate that as members of the Western Australian Parliament we become distributors and protectors of that 
very important symbol to the state of Western Australia.   
I thank Hon Norman Moore for his comments.  He was very sage in his comments about the need for these 
symbols, and in his analysis of the sort of bill this is.  It is a simple but very important bill symbolically.  I have 
further comments about the general issue.  The central focus of the flag is, of course, the black swan, as many 
people have mentioned.  We are surrounded by it every day in this chamber, with these beautiful leadlight 
windows.  It is on our coat of arms.  It is the central feature of many of our state sporting teams.  The state 
football team is called the Black Swans.  Our parliamentary colleague Trevor Sprigg MLA actually wore his 
state football jumper - he may have had some trouble fitting into it - into the chamber during the debate in the 
other place.  As we know, the state football team played as recently as last weekend in Adelaide, wearing the 
jumper that features the black swan very prominently on the chest. 
As we get older, we take a bit more interest in history; I certainly have.  Growing up in an area surrounded by 
names like Geographe, Naturaliste, Vasse, Hamelin, Leschenault, Peron and Lesueur, I was only vaguely aware 
of the origins of those names until recent years, since when I have taken a deliberate interest.  They, of course, 
stem from the early French explorers.  Had Napoleon not been so acutely engaged in conflicts and other 
challenges in Europe, this state could easily have been a French colony.  As Hon Donna Faragher said, Western 
Australia has the distinction of being the only area in Australia that was not part of New South Wales.  The 
settlement of Western Australia was, to a large degree, a response from the British to the explorations by the 
French around our coast. 
The Baudin expedition between 1801 and 1804 to our shores - the Western Australian, South Australian and 
Tasmanian shores in particular, as well as Port Jackson and Timor - returned to France with an amazing number 
of scientific specimens, both live and preserved, from Australia.  They still exist in a museum in Le Havre in 
France.  The expedition also took back to France live animals, which formed the basis of a private zoo created by 
Napoleon’s empress, Josephine, outside Paris.  Black swans were there, swimming around; and there were other 
Australian animals, such as emus and kangaroos.  I understand that that zoo was lost during some of the war 
activities of the Second World War.  The black swan featured very prominently as an ambassador for Western 
Australia, even in those early times. 
Another related issue that has been mentioned is flagpoles.  We have seen - somewhat unfortunately - a bit of a 
petulant debate rage between the federal and state governments over the issue of flagpoles.  It was first raised by 
the federal member for Cowan, Graham Edwards, when it seemed that he had trouble getting approval from a 
school in his electorate to acknowledge and recognise the flagpole flying the Australian flag, because it was a 
federal campaign.  That, I think, had some merit, because it should be, as I said before, the province of all 
parliamentarians who are representative of an area to be involved in these matters.  Unfortunately, the state 
government’s response was equally petulant, because it banned schools from accessing the federal program and 
instituted its own program.  That was really one dummy spit to counter another dummy spit. 
I suggest that most schools are very pleased to have a flagpole, and they do not really care whether it is funded 
by federal government money or state government money.  I have been directly involved recently with two 
schools in my electorate that have erected flagpoles to fly the Australian flag, the Western Australian flag and 
the Aboriginal flag.  I do not think those schools knew, or cared, which program was involved; they just wanted 
people to be involved.  The Busselton Primary School did very well out of it.  It put up three flagpoles.  It did not 
get enough money from whichever program it accessed, so it approached the Returned and Services League in 
Busselton and three local members of Parliament based in that area: Troy Buswell, the member for Vasse; 
Hon Adele Farina, who is based in Busselton; and me.  The school cadged $250 from each of us to put into place 
an array of three flagpoles, one flying the Australian flag, one flying the Western Australian flag and the other 
flying the Aboriginal flag.  It flies those flags very proudly.  Another school, the Yallingup Steiner School - a 
small private school on the site of the former Yallingup State School, which I attended as a student - approached 
me as a former student, because it had a flagpole that had been provided under one of these programs; I do not 
know which one, and the school did not care, either.  That school, incidentally, has a link with this Parliament.  
The first teacher at that school, in 1921, was John Tonkin, former Premier of this state.  He taught my father as a 
five-year-old in 1921.  The Yallingup Steiner School has a flagpole on which it proudly flies the flag.  I 
presented it with a Western Australian flag to add to the Australian flag that had already been provided through 
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the federal member, and an Aboriginal flag.  As there was only one flagpole, I launched that ceremony with Bill 
Webb, a Wardandi elder, and we linked all the flags together and flew the lot from one rope.  It is symbolically 
important to institutions and schools. 
There are a couple of other points I want to mention.  This weekend is a long weekend, as we all know.  Today is 
1 June.  It is appropriate that the parliamentary debate on this bill will conclude today and seal parliamentary 
approval for this bill.  June 1 is Foundation Day in Western Australia.  This is the 177th Foundation Day for 
Western Australia.  On 1 June 1829, Captain Stirling arrived with the first settlers in the Parmelia.  They were 
not able to land for a couple of days afterwards due to poor weather conditions, but 1 June has always been 
acknowledged as Foundation Day in Western Australia.  This is not to be confused with the celebration that took 
place on 12 August 1829, to coincide with the birthday of King George IV.  That is the occasion on which 
Mrs Helena Dance chopped down the tree in what is now Barrack Street.  There is a plaque outside BankWest, 
on the pavement, commemorating that spot.  The first of June, therefore, is a very appropriate date for this bill to 
be passed by this house and complete its parliamentary passage. 
In conclusion, I think it is worth giving a little plug to the Western Australian Genealogical Society, which 
centres many of its celebrations around this weekend.  It does a very good job of recording and accessing this 
part of our history.  Recently the Premier attended the launch of a migrant welcome wall in Fremantle.  That is 
another very important link to our history.  A subset of the Western Australian Genealogical Society is a group 
known as the Swan River Pioneers.  That group can trace a person’s link with the settlers who arrived within the 
first 10 years of the establishment of the Swan River colony.  I took some interest in this matter a few years ago 
and made some inquiries.  It is possible to obtain a certificate showing the links one has with ancestors from that 
era.  I have seven certificates hanging on my office wall.  The surname House comes from two brothers named 
William and James House who arrived in November 1829 as indentured labourers to Mr Talbot, who was a 
settler. 
Hon Barbara Scott interjected. 
Hon BARRY HOUSE:  We may be related.  Mr Talbot bought land around Toodyay, and the House brothers 
moved from there after their period of indenture had expired.  William is directly linked to my ancestry.  He 
travelled to the south west and married a lady named Ms Higgins, and they had 10 children who became Houses.  
I am a sixth generation relative who can be directly linked to William House.  I have other links to that era with 
the Armstrong, Higgins and Cooper families.  I have some English, Scottish and Irish blood in my veins. 
Hon Barbara Scott:  Did they come through Fremantle? 
Hon BARRY HOUSE:  Yes, they all arrived at Fremantle in those days. 
Hon Barbara Scott interjected. 
Hon BARRY HOUSE:  I am not sure.  I will check that.  Today, 1 June, is Foundation Day, which is celebrated 
as a public holiday on the closest Monday to that date.  That is the reason for the holiday next Monday.  I am 
sure that everyone who is on holiday for the long weekend will stop to think of the reason for that holiday!  
Perhaps they will think about it with a little more poignancy this year because we have passed legislation in this 
house to enshrine in law a very important symbol of Western Australia - the Western Australian state flag.  I 
once again commend Hon Colin Barnett for pursuing this issue over the past couple of years.  I have been very 
pleased to have carriage of the bill in this chamber.  I have been very pleased also with the response of all 
members who have supported the concept that we should have legislative approval for our state flag, so that if in 
the future there is a proposal to change it, the approval of Parliament will be required.  I once again thank all 
members and commend the bill to the house. 
Question put and passed. 
Bill read a second time. 

Leave granted to proceed forthwith to third reading. 

Third Reading 

Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon Barry House, and passed. 
 


